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ABSTRACT

We have derived a nonlinear spatio-
temporal differential equation for space-
charge fields from Kukhtarev’s material
equations in a moving coordinate system
and obtained the spatial subharmonic
instability boundaries by using linear
stability analysis. It is also found that
there is an analogy between the temporal
subharmonic and the spatial subharmonc
instabilities in the sense that the governing
differential equations describing the insta-
bility boundaries are formally identical.
The experiments for generating spatial
subharmonic waves are performed in a
photorefractive Bi12SiO20 crystal by using
conventional moving grating technique.
The threshold detunings are experimentally
determined and the results are compared
with the theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of optical waves in pho-

torefractive materials has been intensively

studied over the past two decades [1]-[3].

Photorefractive materials are one of the most

versatile materials for use in optical signal

processing. They can be used in a wide range

of applications because photorefractive media

provide unique features like real time opera-

tion, high optical gain, data storage, nonlinear

operation and correlation. These include [1],

[4]: real time holography, image amplifica-

tion, laser beam steering, vibrational analysis,

laser gyros, nonreciprocal transmission, neural

network, parallel half-adder circuit, optical

correlator, novelty filter, pattern recognition,

dynamic optical interconnections and pho-

tonic switching. The basic building block

for these versatile applications is two-wave

mixing geometry.

In 1988, Mallick et al. [5] observed spa-

tial subharmonic waves by illuminating pho-

torefractive Bi12SiO20 crystal with two coher-

ent beams of equal intensities and by detuning

one of the pump beams and applying external

dc electric field on the crystal (i.e., by moving

grating technique). Since the first generation

of spatial subharmonics in a two-wave mixing

geometry, there have been further observations

of subharmonics [6]-[16] as well as various at-

tempts to provide theoretical explanations [7],

[9], [12]-[20]. In experimental sides, there

have been further developments for generation

of spatial subharmonics by applying ac electric

field instead of the moving grating technique

[10], [13], [16] and using different materials

such as Bi12TiO20 [11] and Bi12GeO20 [14].

The theories developed up to now could be

divided into three classes: the first being based

on the interactions between the beams [7], the

second, on the spontaneous growth of the sub-

harmonics [9], [10], [12]-[14], [17]-[19], and

the third, on the combined effect of the above

two mechanisms [20]. In mathematical terms,

the first method is based on the field equations,

describing the way that the waves are coupled

to each other in the presence of a subharmonic

grating a priori as well as a fundamental grat-

ing, whereas the second one is regarded as an

instability analysis of the material equations

against period doubling, and the last one takes

into account the field equations and material

equations simultaneously. Both sets of differ-

ential equations are nonlinear and were pro-

posed in a paper by Kukhtarev et al. [2].

Before we embark on a detailed analysis of
the spatial subharmonic instability, it may be
interesting to compare the corresponding tem-
poral subharmonic instability with the spatial
one. It is well-known [21] that a tuned RLC
circuit (resistance, inductor and capacitor in
series) where the capacitance is made to vary at
a frequency � will contain an �=2 term in its
frequency response (Fig.1). The correspond-
ing temporal differential equation is then given
by

RQ�� PQC .aCg cos�t/QD0 .1/

where the dot represents the time derivative,
Q is the electric charge and the coefficients
depend on the values of the various circuit
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Fig. 1. Nonlinear RLC circuit generating temporal sub-

harmonic oscillation.

elements. This is known as damped Math-
ieu equation which has a region of instability
against period doubling (i.e., an unstable re-
gion occurring �=2 subharmonic oscillation)
when
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In this paper, we investigate the physical

origin of the subharmonic instability both the-

oretically and experimentally. First, in Sec.

II, for analytic descriptions of the spatial sub-

harmonics, we derive a nonlinear differential

equation for the space-charge field from ma-

terial equations in a moving coordinate sys-

tem, which reduces to the damped Mathieu

equation for steady state. In Sec. III, we ex-

amine the stability criteria for the spatial sub-

harmonic solution of the nonlinear differential

equation derived in Sec. II by using linear sta-

bility ana-lysis and obtain the parametric in-

stability boundaries. We, furthermore, iden-

tify the spatial subharmonic oscillations with

a classical damped harmonic oscillator in Sec.

IV and classify the stability solutions of the

spatial subharmonics by examining the charac-

teristic roots of the solutions. Finally, in Sec.V,

the threshold detuning conditions for instabil-

ity curves are experimentally determined and

the results are compared with the theory.

II. SUBHARMONIC
SPACE-CHARGE FIELD IN A
MOVING COORDINATE
SYSTEM

In this section we derive the nonlinear par-
tial differential equation for the space-charge
field describing the spatial subharmonics from
material equations [2]:

@NCD
@t
D .sICˇ/.ND �NCD /�RnNCD ; (3)

e
@NCD
@t
De

@n
@t
� @J
@x
; (4)

@E
@x
D e
"o"s

.NCD �NA�n/; (5)

JDe�nECkB T�
@n
@x
; (6)

where NCD and ND are the ionized donor den-

sity and donor density, respectively, NA the ac-

ceptor density, n the electron density, J the cur-

rent density, E the electric field, I the light in-

tensity, s the cross section of photoionization,

ˇ the thermal generation rate, R the recombi-

nation constant, "o the free space permittivity,

"s the relative static dielectric constant, � the

mobility, e the electron charge, kB the Boltz-
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mann constant and T the temperature. For sim-

plicity, we introduce some simplifications as

used in [3], into the above material equations:

(i) n�NCD , (ii) NCD�ND , (iii) ˇ� sI and (iv)

"s is independent of x and (v) there is no diffu-

sion effect in the current density J.

When the intensity interference fringes are

formed by two plane pump beams with the

propagating wave vectors K1 and K2 as illus-

trated in Fig. 2, the intensity distribution il-

luminating a photorefractive material is given

by I.x; t/ D Io[1C m cos.Kx ��t/] where

Io is the average intensity, m is the modula-

tion, K D K1 �K2 is the fundamental spa-

tial frequency (fundamental grating wave vec-

tor), K is the magnitude of K and � is the

detuning frequency of one of the two pump

beams. Figure 2 depicts the schematic diagram

for the diffracted waves including subharmon-

ics and super-subharmonics as well as higher

harmonic waves generated in a photorefractive

moving grating. We now introduce a moving

coordinate system of the variables,

�D Kx��t; and tdD sIo t .7/

and assume that all the physical variables used

in (3) to (6) vary in the same periodic manner

with � and take a solution of the form:

Y.�; td /DYoCY1.�; td /; .8/

where Yi (iD 0;1) stand for the physical vari-

ables such as NCD , n, J and E. Here, Yo is

spatially uniform part and is independent of

time and Y1.�; td / is spatially modulated part.

It is noted that although the driving source

yielding all the grating diffraction comes from

the moving intensity interference pattern, I1D
mIo cos �, the modulation Y1.�; td / is not lin-

early propotional to I1 any more because of

quadratic recombination of n and NCD as in (3) .

Using the transformation relations of the form,

@

@x
D K

@

@�
; and

@

@t
D�� @

@�
CsIo

@

@td
; .9/

...

..
.

Photorefractive
      Crystal

(a)

K2

K1

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram for fundamental grating .K/

and spatial subharmonic gratings (nK=m, m > n

and m, nDinteger) as well as super-subharmonics

.mK=n;m> n/ in a photorefractive moving grat-

ing. � is a detuning frequency of one of the pump

beams. Only a few of subharmonic grating wave

vectors .K=m/ are presented in (b), for simplic-

ity.

and then substituting (7) and (9) into (3)

through (6) and separating the subscripts 0 and
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1, we have the following equations for the sub-

script 0 (i.e., for spatially uniform terms):

NCD0
D NA; .10a/

n0D sI0 ND

R NA
; .10b/

J0De�n0 E0 .10c/

and for the subcript 1 (i.e., for spatially nonuni-

form terms):

�� @

@�
NCD1CsIo

@

@td
NCD1

D sI1 ND�Rn1 NA�R .n0Cn1/NCD1

.11a/

�� @

@�
NCD1CsIo

@

@td
NCD1

D��K
@

@�
.n0 E1Cn1 E0Cn1 E1 /

.11b/

@

@�
E1D e

"0"s K
NCD1: .11c/

Substituting (11c) into (11a), we get

�� @2

@�2
E1CsI0

@2

@�@td
E1

D e
"0"s K

sI1 ND� e
"o"s K

Rn1 NA

�R .n0Cn1 /
@

@�
E1

.12/

where I1 D mI0 cos �. Substituting now (11c)

into (11b) and then integrating it with respect

to �, it becomes

�� @

@�
E1CsI0

@

@td
E1

D� e�
"0"s

.n0 E1Cn1 E0Cn1 E1/CC.td /

.13/

where C.td / is an integration constant and is

independent of �. Here, we take the integra-

tion constant to be zero without loss of gener-

ality. Eliminating n1 from (12) and (13), and

rearranging the terms, finally we obtain the fol-

lowing nonlinear partial differential equation

for the varying part of the space charge field

E1.�; td /:

�
�� @2

@�2 E1CsI0
@2

@�@td
E1

C 1
�d

EM

Eq

@

@�
E1� EM

�d
m cos �

�
.E0CE1 /

D
�
�� @

@�
E1CsI0

@

@td
E1C 1

�d
E1

�
�
�

EMC EM

Eq

@

@�
E1

�
.14/

where E0 is applied field, Eq D eNA

"0"s K
, EM D

R NA

�K
and �dD "0"s

e�n0
. Equation (14) is a most

general spatio-temporal differential equation

describing all the diffraction phenomena in-

cluding subharmonics as well as fundamental

grating occuring in photorefractive materials.

It is readily to show that if we take a solu-

tion of the fundamental space-charge field as

E1.�; td /D A1 .td /exp[i�]Cc:c: and substitute

into (14), after simple calculations, A1.td / re-

duces to the well-known form of fundamental

space-charge field for moving grating [3]. For

steady state case (i.e.,
@

@td
!0), (14) becomes

�
1C E1

E0

�
@2

@�2
E1�

�
EM

bEq
C EM

E0

�
@

@�
E1
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C EM

bE0
.1Cm cos �/E1D

D�EM

b
m cos �C EM

E0 Eq

�
@

@�
E1

�2

;

.15/

where bD��d is a dimensionlessdetuning fre-

quency. It is noted that (15) is formally identi-

cal to the damped Mathieu equation, (1), for a

tuned RLC circuit except for additional driving

and nonlinear terms in the right hand side.

III. LINEAR STABILITY
ANALYSIS FOR SPATIAL
SUBHARMONICS

In order to examine the stability for K=2-

spatial subharmonic solution of (14), we take

a solution of the form

E1.�; td /

D AC.td /exp
�

i
2
�

�
C A�.td /exp

�
� i

2
�

� .16/

where A˙.td / represent the amplitudes of for-

ward and backward propagating subharmonic

space-charge fields in �-axis, respectively. For

simplicity, we neglect the fundamental space-

charge field and higher (sub and/or super) har-

monic terms in a solutionform of (16). On sub-

stituting (16) into (14) and equating terms with

the same exponential dependence, we get a set

of coupled wave equations:�
i
2

E0�EM

�
sI0
@AC

@td

C
�
�

4
E0� EM

�d
C i

2
�EM

�
AC

D mEM

2�d
A�;

.17a/

�
i
2

E0CEM

�
sI0
@A�

@td

�
�
�

4
E0� EM

�d
� i

2
�EM

�
A�

D�mEM

2�d
AC:

.17b/

In deriving (17) it is assumed that Eq� Eo >

EM , which is valid for our experimental con-

dition as will be seen later. By ansatz we take

the amplitudes of the form

A˙.td /D A˙0 exp

�
�

td

sI0�d

�
; .18/

where the parameter � is the growth or de-

cay rate of the solution according to � values.

Roughly speaking, the amplitudes of (18) are

stable if Ref�g< 0 and unstable if Ref�g> 0.

More detailed characteristics of these stabili-

ties will be discussed in the next section. On

substituting(18) into (17), and after some alge-

bra, we obtain the determinant for a nontrivial

solution of (17):ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌̌̌a11C ib11 a12C ib12

a21C ib21 a22C ib22

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌̌̌D0; .19/

where

a11D b
4

E0�EM��EM ;

b11D b
2

EMC �2 E0;

a12D�m
2

EM ;

b12D0
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(i.e., when all of the roots of (20) have negative

real parts), which, upon substituting the coeffi-

cients of (20), leads to

E0

EM
>

4C2
p

m2�b2

b
.21a/

and
E0

EM
<

4�2
p

m2�b2

b
: .21b/

Therefore, we have the boundaries of the insta-

bility regions for the spatial subharmonics as

E0

EM
D 4˙2

p
m2�b2

b
: .22/

It may be noted that the expression for the in-

stability boundaries from (22) is the same as

that obtained from damped Mathieu equation

(see (2)). Figure 4 represents the spatial sub-

harmonic instability regions for several val-

ues of the modulation index m. From (22) the

minima of the boundary curves and the corre-

sponding values of detuning are given by�
E0

EM

�
min.
D 4

m

r
1�m2

4
.23a/

and

bmin.Dm

r
1� m2

4
: .23b/

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF
STABILITY SOLUTIONS
FOR SUBHARMONICS

In the preceding section, we found it use-

ful to adapt the linear stability analysis in or-

der to find the subharmonic instability bound-

ary conditions. In this section, we describe

the characteristics of the stability solutions in

the phase plane. Eliminating A�.td / from (17)

and putting x.td /D AC.td / we have the equa-

tion of motion for spatial subharmonic oscilla-

tor in photorefractive materials:

RxC2P PxC!2
0xD0; .24/

where the dot represents the time derivative.

Here,

PD 1

�dsI0

�
1C q2

4

� ; .25a/

!2
0D

"�
b
4

q�1
�2

C b2�m2

4

#

.�d sI0 /2
�

1C q2

4

� .25b/

and

qD E0

EM
; .25c/

where P is real and positive. For the singular

points (or the equilibrium points), the roots of

the characteristic equation of (25) are given by

the following expression

�D�P˙
q

P2�!2
0: .26/

As we shall see later, the nature of the solu-

tion x.td / is wholly governed by the nature of

the characteristic roots �1 and �2. In general,

several types of solutions are possible: stable

(unstable) node, stable (unstable) focus, cen-

ter and saddle point. However, in our physical

system, the following three types of singulari-

ties can occur:

(i) When P2 > !2
0 and !2

0 > 0, i.e., when

the roots�1 and �2 are real and negative,

the singularity is a stable node.
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(ii) When !2
0 > P2 and !2

0 > 0, i.e., when

the roots�1 and �2 are complex and their

real part is negative, the singularity is a

stable focus.

(iii) When !2
0 < 0, i.e., when the roots �1

and �2 are real and have different signs,

the singularity is a saddle point. As we

know, a saddle point is unstable.

0 0.5 1 1.5 2

0

2

4

6

8

10

stable focus

stable node

saddle
point

stable focus

Fig. 5. Phase diagram of stability boundaries for spa-

tial subharmonic oscillator .m D 1/. The saddle

point corresponds to the subharmonic instability

region.

The boundary curve between stable node

and saddle point is determined by the condi-

tions of (i) and (iii) as !2
0 D 0, which leads to

the same instability boundaries as from (22).

The various kinds of singularities are plotted

in Fig. 5 in terms of real physical variables.

The saddle point gives the subharmonic insta-

bility region. The theoretical prediction for the

boundary of the subharmonic instability region

describes the experimental result very well as

shown in Fig. 7. It is also predicted that if a

small perturbation signal is added externally in

the same direction of the subharmonic wave it

would decay out exponentially in time without

oscillation in stable node region and with oscil-

lation in stable focus region (confirming their

stability against subharmonics).

BSO
To storage
oscilloscope

Photo
Detector

z

x

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of experimental setup for ob-

serving spatial subharmonic waves. One of the

two incident beams is frequency detuned by a

piezoelectric mirror in order to make a moving

grating inside the crystal.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION

The schematic diagram of experimental

arrangement for observing the subharmonic

waves in photorefractive Bi12SiO20 (BSO)

crystal is illustrated in Fig. 6. A beam from

an Ar-ion laser at a wavelength of 514.5nm is

expanded, collimated and split into two beams.

The two pump beams which are perpendicu-

larly polarized to the plane of incidence are in-
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Fig. 7. The instability boundaries of the spatial subhar-

monics for modulation mD 1. The experimental

data points .�/ are obtained at the interbeam an-

gle of 2o and the points .C/ at 1o and the experi-

mental data are taken from [12].
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Fig. 8. Measured K=2-subharmonic intensity versus de-

tuning frequency for several dc electric fields.

cident on the (110) direction of a BSO crystal

grown by Sumitomo (1� 1� 1cm) with anti-

reflection coatings on the input and output sur-

faces. One of the pump beams is frequency

detuned by applying a triangular signal to a

piezoelectric mirror as shown in Fig. 6. A dc

electric field of up to 7 kV/cm is applied along

the (001) direction to the crystal. The two in-

terbeam angles 2ı and 1ı resulting in the grat-

ing spacings of 15�m (KD4:2�105m�1) and

30 �m (K=2 D 2:1� 105m�1), respectively,

are used in the experiments. The total input in-

tensity of 7.6 mW/cm2 is kept constant during

both experimental configurations. The subhar-

monic intensities are measured by focusing the

subharmonic beam with a lens through a small

aperture in front of a photodetector, which is

connected to a digital storage oscilloscope and

a digital multimeter in order to accurately mea-

sure the (threshold) subharmonic intensities.

Since our main interest in this paper is to inves-

tigate the subharmonic instability regions, we

measure the detuning frequencies at the lower

and upper threshold of the subharmonic waves.

Although there is no standard definition for

threshold detuning frequencies, we take one

at which the subharmonic power is equal to

1.3 times the background noise intensity mea-

sured without applied field and with two pump

beams. Our criterion for threshold frequency

is warranted by the fact that there is a sudden

increase of subharmonic intensities above this

lower threshold detuning frequency. We also

apply this criterion to the upper threshold for

the same reason. Figure 7 shows the typical ex-

perimental and theoretical curves for threshold

subharmonic instability for modulation mD1.

The theoretical curves are in good agreement
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with the experimental curves. From the best

theoretical fit with experiments we have �d D
3:25ms for total input intensity of 7.6 mW/cm2

and EM D0:365 kV/cm for KD4:2�105m�1,

which gives us the following crystal parame-

ters; R NA=�D1:53�1010Vm�2 and sND D
1:8� 1020 J�1m�1, which is in a reasonable

agreement with the literature [3] and [12]. For

the experiments at the interbeam angle of 1ı

(i.e., K=2D2:1�105m�1) we have no longer

any adjustable parameters. The angle is halved

so the value of EM doubles, and the value of �d

remains unaffected. It is clearly seen that, as

theory predicted, the critical values of the di-

mensionless detuning frequencies are less than

the modulation m for subharmonic instabilities

as shown in Figs. 4 and 7. Figure 8 illus-

trates the measured subharmonic intensity ver-

sus detunig frequency for several values of ap-

plied electric field. In the measurements, we

used total input intensity of 7.6 mW/cm2, mod-

ulation m D 1 and grating spacings of 15�m.

The detuning curves depict the resonance be-

havior as the detuning frequency varies. It

shows that the subharmonic intensities rapidly

increase with an increase of the detuning fre-

quency and then decrease. As the electric field

increases, the subharmonic intensity also in-

creases whereas the optimum frequency de-

creases.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have investigatedspatial subharmonics

observed in a photorefractive Bi12SiO20 crys-

tal under conditions of dc applied electric field

and detuning the frequencies of one of the two

pump waves. A spatio-temporal differential

equation is obtained from the Kukhtarev’s ma-

terial equations in a moving coordinate system

and a linear stability analysis is adopted to de-

scribe parametric instability regions (i.e., the

range of the frequency detuning of the input

beams for the spontaneous growth of spatial

subharmonics under a dc electric field). It has

been found that there is an analogy between

the temporal and the spatial subharmonic in-

stabilities in the sense that the governing dif-

ferential equations (damped Mathieu equation)

for instability regions are formally identical to

each other. Furthermore, we have classified

the natures of the characteristic solutions of the

spatial subharmonic space-charge fields. The

experimentally determined threshold detuning

values show excellent agreement with the the-

ory.
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